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General Conditions of Use of the Services provided by the Princesse Metropolitaine platform
Princesse Metropolitaine welcomes you to its website. Access and use of this site are regulated by
these General Conditions of Use (hereinafter also “GCU”), and by the General Conditions of Sale. Access and use of this site presupposes that these GCU have been read and accepted.
Attention: in the case of non-acceptance of all or part of the GCU, you are strongly advised not to use
the website www.princessemetropolitaine.com
1. Platform
This website is a platform created and managed by Ellegierre Srl, registered offices Via G.B. Grassi, 7 –
22100 Como, VAT no. 03330330139 (hereinafter “Ellegierre”).
2. Content
The content (texts, images, sounds, film clips, graphics, trademarks, domain names, logos, audiovisuals etc.) of this website is the property of Ellegierre and/or of third parties and is protected by the
Copyright Law, Law no. 633/1941 and subsequent amendments and additions thereto (hereinafter,
“CL”). The reproduction, communication to the public, placing at the disposition of the public, renting
and lending, public performance, even partial, and diffusion without the authorization of the rights
holder is forbidden. The sanctions provided by articles 171, 171-bis, 171-ter, 174-bis and 174-ter of the
CL apply to violations.
3. Content protection
Technological protection measures may be placed on certain content pursuant to articles 102 quater
ff. of the CL, consisting of devices and/or components which are intended to stop or limit acts which are not authorized by the rights holder. They may contain electronic information on the system
of rights indicating the terms and conditions of use of the works and/or materials, the author of the
work or any other holder, plus numbers or codes which represent this information or other identifying
elements. The images published on this website exclusively: originate from data bases; belong to Ellegierre and/or third parties; are transferred by operators; are covered by Creative Commons licenses.
The materials published on this website may naturally be reproduced on any medium for personal use
and for scientific-didactic purposes, provided there is no profit-making or commercial aim.
4. External links
This website may contain links to other websites which are not under the control of Ellegierre. Publication of these links on this website does not signify approval or endorsement by Ellegierre of the
relative websites and their content. Nor does it signify any guarantee by Ellegierre. The User, therefore,
accepts that Ellegierre is not responsible, by way of example, for the truthfulness, correctness, completeness, compliance with IP rights, the lawfulness and/or other aspects of the above websites, nor
that it is liable in the event that they violate public order, public decency and/or in any case public
morals. Ellegierre, therefore, does not accept any responsibility for links to other websites and/or for
their content on the website www.princesse metropolitaine.com.
5. Registered Users
The website permits registration by users. Simple registration confers the status of “registered” User,
allowing the User to access services offered through the website. To register, the User goes to the
“Register” section and accepts the GCU, which also contain information on the processing of personal
data by Ellegierre.
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6. Data Modification
Registered users can, at any time, update and correct data, also of a personal nature, they have given
to Ellegierre through their personal account. Users are responsible for ensuring that their personal
data and all data inserted on the platform is true and accurate. Ellegierre has no responsibility in this
regard. Users may, at any time, cancel their registration with Ellegierre.
7. Release from liability
Lastly, since all material will be downloaded or otherwise obtained through use of the service upon
the decision of and at the risk to the User, all liability for any damage to computer systems or loss of
data resulting from downloading operations lies with the User and cannot be ascribed to Ellegierre. Ellegierre declines all liability for any damage resulting from inaccessibility of the services on the
website or for any damage caused by viruses, damaged files, errors, omissions, interruptions of the
service, cancellation of the content, problems connected to the network, to providers or to telephone
and/or telematic connections, to unauthorized access, to data alteration, to the non-functioning and/
or defective functioning of the electronic devices of the User.
8. Privacy
You are requested to carefully read the Privacy Policy which applies whenever the User accesses
www.princessemetropolitaine.com and uses the relative services. The Privacy Policy helps you to understand how Ellegierre gathers and uses your personal data and for what purposes.
9. Modifications
Ellegierre may modify or simply update, wholly or in part, these GCU. Users will be notified of such
modifications and updates on the homepage of www.princessemetropolitaine.com as soon as they
are adopted. The modifications and updates will be binding as soon as they are published on the
website in this section. You are therefore requested to access this section regularly to check the publication of the most recent and updated GCU. Should you not agree, wholly or in part, to the GCU of
Ellegierre, you are requested not to use our website.
10. Applicable Law
The GCU are regulated by the Italian Law.
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